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whenever disposed, the Kurd can become as hospitable
as his Arab neighbors. The tempering influence of a
settled existence among sedentary tribes is marked by
harmonious intercourse with surrounding non-Kurdish
communities. At the bottom their vices are chiefly those
of the restless life they lead in a land in which organized
government has been unknown for the past eight cen-
turies." Since certain of the towns along the southern
Turkish border have a considerable Syrian population,
the latter race deserves brief mention.
According to Mr. Dominian, the Hittites, Armenians,
Assyrians, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs and Turks
who conquered the land in turn, imparted their native
customs to its inhabitants. Those in Syria are now trans-
formed almost beyond possibility of analysis. The settle-
ments of the elevated and broken Northern area, repre-
sent ancient communities. While the most numerous
Syrians are largely of Moslem faith, many of them pro-
fess the Jewish and Christian religions.
The Arabs, though forming now no integral part of
the Turkish State, yet because of their past position as
probably the large Mohammedan population of the Otto-
man Empire and because of their geographical location,
have been and are noteworthy people. Their primary
instinct is racial rather than religious; there are thou-
sands of Arab Christians. The term, however, is generic;
there is little similarity between an Iraqi, Wahabi, and a
Syrian dweller.
The Arab, wanderer by nature, represents the purest
living branch of the Semitic race. It was among the
Arabs that the Mohammedan religion had its birth and
it was they rather than the Turks who, in the great con-
quests, gave this religion to the world. During the Dark
Ages they preserved learning in Europe and enjoyed a
literature rich in poetry, philosophy, and history. They
ha e always been the enemy of the Turks whom they feel

